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1901 WRIGHT GLIDER 

Reproduction 

— 

Span: 22' 0" 

Cord: 7' 0" 

Length: 14' 

Weight: 96 lbs. 
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1902 WRIGHT GLIDER 

Authentic & airworthy reproduction 

— 

Span: 32' 0" 

Cord: 5' 0" 

Length: 16' 

Weight: 112 lbs. 

 

The Wrights made approximately 1,200 flights on the 1902 Glider in 1902 and 1903. 

 

This authentic and airworthy reproduction of the Wright brothers 1902 Glider was featured in the PBS NOVA 

documentary, “Wright Brothers’ Flying Machine.” This reproduction was also tested at the NASA/Langley Full 

Scale Wind Tunnel in 2002. 
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In preparation for participating in the 2003 Centennial of Flight Celebration, this reproduction 1902 Glider 

was flown on the Outer Banks of North Carolina (2002–2003) as part of its pilot training program for the 1903 

Wright Kitty Hawk Flyer.  
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1909 WRIGHT MILITARY FLYER 

Authentic & airworthy reproduction 

— 

Span: 36' 6" 

Cord: 6' 6" 

Length: 28' 11" 

Weight: 735 lbs. 

 

In 1903, the Wright brothers invented the airplane. In 1909, they taught the world to fly. When Wilbur Wright 

began training the first U.S. Military pilots at College Park, Maryland, a great tradition of instruction and 

inspiration was born. To commemorate this important aviation milestone, an exact airworthy reproduction of 

the 1909 Wright Military Flyer was painstakingly handcrafted. For the first time it is now being made available 

for public sale. This one-of-kind reproduction is suitable for museum display with interactive learning exhibit. 
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Military Flyer Importance 

 

The significance of this exact reproduction of the Military Flyer cannot be overstated: 

 • As so often happens even today, it represented the first application of a new technology for use by the 

United States military; 

 • It was the first aircraft flown by military pilots; 

 • It was the first airplane flown in the State of Maryland; and 

 • It is a shining example of American ingenuity, scientific genius and perseverance. 

 

The Reproduction 1909 Aircraft 

 

The 1909 Flyer is an airworthy, flyable aircraft. It is the result of tens of thousands of man-hours in research. 

No complete plans exist for the Flyer, but accurate specifications were determined during a thorough 

examination of the original Flyer at the National Air and Space Museum. These measurements were compared 

with notes, letters, diary entries, military records and a unique method of deriving accurate measurements 

from photographs using AutoCAD software. The materials for every component (the airframe, propellers, wing 

coverings, fittings, etc.) match as closely as possible to the original Flyer. 

 

STEM Education 

 

As an educational tool, the reproduction 1909 Military Flyer’s greatest potential lies in its application to STEM 

subjects (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics). Advancing STEM education is of paramount 

national interest. The Wright brothers’ Military Flyer is an outstanding, inspirational model across several 

disciplines: 

 • As a demonstration of the complete innovative engineering process, from concept to prototype 

  to product; 

 • As a practical application of fundamental mathematics (adaptable across K–12 curricula) including 

  algebra, geometry and trigonometry; and 

 • As a primer in the fundamentals of aeronautical engineering and design. 
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1910 WRIGHT MODEL A/B “TRANSITIONAL” FLYER 

Authentic & airworthy reproduction 

— 

Span: 41' 0" 

Cord: 6' 6" 

Length: 31' 0" 

Weight: 800 lbs. 

 

This aircraft is the sole existing example of the Wright “Transitional” design of 1910. It is an exact duplicate of 

the Flyer Orville Wright brought to Montgomery, Alabama, in the spring of 1910 to train the first class of 

civilian pilots in the United States. The original aircraft no longer exists. Among the notable pilots who trained 

on the original aircraft are the following: 

 • Walter Brookins—first civilian pilot to solo, first mile-high flight, first recorded night flights; 

 • Arch Hoxsey—star of the Wright Exhibition Team, pilot of first flight of a U.S. president 

  (Teddy Roosevelt, October, 1910), Wright altitude record holder (11,474 feet); and 

 • Arthur “Al” Welsh—lead instructor of Wright Flying School, instructor of Lt. Henry “Hap” Arnold. 
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The Wight Exhibition Team used the Wright Transitional in 1910, performing throughout the United States. 

It was the first Wright Flyer to feature both a forward canard and a rear elevator—it was the transition between 

the earlier canard-only design and the rear elevator-only designs that followed. 

 

This reproduction is airworthy and matches the original aircraft in every respect, including the fabric, finish, 

Wright vertical four engine (35 HP) and modifications made at Montgomery in 1910.
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1911 WRIGHT MODEL “B” 

Authentic & airworthy reproduction 

With original 1910 Wright vertical-four engine #33 

— 

Span: 39' 0" 

Length: 29' 0" 

Weight: 843 lbs. 

 

Over one hundred years ago, a very special aircraft helped change the world forever. It was the product of the 

Wright Company—a brainstorm of Orville and Wilbur Wright. The Wright Model B was the standard bearer of 

an industry emerging from its infancy. In 1911 and 1912, this airplane, and the people who flew it, shaped the 

modern world. 

 

With absolute fidelity, this Model B was recreated as and airworthy, flyable reproduction. Its pedigree 

is flawless. 

 

This Model B is a reproduction of Army Signal Corps Aircraft #4, flown by Hap Arnold and Tom Milling. It is 
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equipped with an original, working Wight vertical-four engine (Serial #33). This engine was once the personal 

property of Orville Wright. The finishes, fabric, airframe and fittings have been reproduced as accurately as 

possible following thousands of hours of primary source research and the creation of fully detailed, 

accurate plans. 

 

Aircraft Provenance 

 

In the Spring of 1911, two Army lieutenants soloed in Model Bs at the Wright School in Dayton. One later 

became 4-star General Thomas Milling. The other became 5-star General Henry “Hap” Arnold. 

 

Arch Hoxsey flew President Theodore Roosevelt in a Model B in St. Louis in October 1910—the first airplane 

flight by an American president. 

 

From September 1911 to February 1912, the second flight across the country was made in a Wright Model B 

flying from California to Florida. Its pilot, Robert Fowler, flew into aviation history. 

 

In 1911 and 1912, two pilots from the Wright Exhibition Team, Philip Parmelee and Clifford Turpin, 

crisscrossed the country in their Model B airplanes. Flying state fairs, offering rides, even being deputized and 

chasing bandits from the sky, they were pioneers of the air show as we know it today. 

 

Exhibition and Education 

 

This reproduction Model B aircraft is ideal for preserving the rich heritage of American and world aviation 

history. It represents the foundation of commercial and military powered flight. The Model B is the link, 

through Hap Arnold, to the modern Air Force. Through Robert Fowler, we see the shrinking of the globe and 

the origin of the modern air travel. Through Parmelee and Turpin, we see the spirit of adventure that 

propelled aviation advances for over a century. 

 

Interactive use of the aircraft in a museum setting can enhance both formal and informal STEM learning by 

visitors and students. A reproduction Wright machine holds a unique advantage as teaching tool because all 

the fundamental principles of three-axis control, wing warping, and power and propulsion can all be easily 

seen and demonstrated.
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1911 WRIGHT VERTICAL-FOUR ENGINE #59 

Original engine 

— 

Width: 14" 

Height: 35" 

Length: 25" 

Weight: 180 lbs. 

 

Like new, this engine has been run, but has not been overhauled because of it historical significance. One of 

four engines that Orville Wright kept after selling the Wright Company. 

 

Renowned aircraft machinist Charlie Taylor was the head of the engine shop at the Wright factory when this 
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engine was built. 

 

This engine is a rare find and the last known to be available for public sale. 
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1911 WRIGHT EX “VIN FIZ” FLYER 

Authentic static reproduction 

— 

Span: 32' 0" 

Length: 28' 2" 

Weight: 690 lbs. 

 

One hundred years ago, a very small biplane changed our world. In the fall of 1911, one of the only two Wright 

Model EX airplanes ever built began a flight from Long Island, New York, and finally ended four months later 

at Long Beach, California, to a cheering crowd of 10,000 people. Flown by Cal Rodgers, the airplane, dubbed 

the Vin Fiz (popular grape drink manufacturer that sponsored the effort), became the first airplane ever to 

cross the United States. 

 

The second Model EX was flown in 1911 and 1912 by two pilots from the Wright Exhibition Team, Philip 

Parmelee and Clifford Turpin. They crisscrossed the country—flying state fairs, offering rides on Venice Beach, 
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even being deputized and chasing bandits from the sky, and appearing in an early Hollywood movie. They 

were pioneers of the air show as we know it today. 

 

Meticulously, and with absolute fidelity, the Model EX has been recreated as an airworthy, flyable 

reproduction. Its pedigree is flawless:  

 • The EX has been recreated as the Vin Fiz as it appeared when Cal Rodgers left New York for his cross-

country flight, and was made from direct measurement of the original aircraft.  

 • The Vin Fiz markings and other decorations have been precisely reproduced, using a spectrum 

analysis of the original fabric and pigments.  

 • The finishes, fabric, airframe, and fittings have been reproduced as accurately as possible following 

  thousands of hours of primary source research and the creation of fully detailed, accurate plans. 

 

This aircraft is ideal for not only preserving the rich heritage of American and global aviation history, but for 

inspiring future generations. The STEM educational programming of the Discovery of Flight Foundation has 

as its basis the interactive use of the aircraft in the museum setting to enhance both formal and informal 

STEM learning by visitors and students. The reproduction Wright machines hold a unique advantage as 

teaching tools:  

 • All the fundamental principles of aircraft design are fully realized and accessible. Thanks to its open 

  framework, the principles of three-axis control, wing warping, and power and propulsion can all be 

  easily seen and demonstrated.  

 • The aircraft was a commercial design—especially created for exhibition flying.  

 • The Model EX was developed after the Model B as a smaller, single-seat exhibition aircraft, yet  

it had the same power plant and propulsion system, making an excellent comparison/contrast  

for STEM instruction.  

 • It was an airplane with a corporate sponsor—a forerunner of a practice common today.  

These applications are what make the aircraft an ideal STEM tool: it clearly shows the practical application of 

mathematics to solve practical, commercial scientific and engineering problems. Orville and Wilbur Wright are 

perfect STEM teachers. They did it all with high school math.  

 

For historic interpretation for exhibit purposes, the Vin Fiz has rich and abundant materials to draw on, and 

inspiring stories to tell. It represents not only the foundation of the history of commercial cross-country flight, 

but also its emergence as a force shaping history. Through Cal Rodgers, we see the shrinking of the world and 

the origin of the convenient modern air travel now taken for granted. Through Parmelee and Turpin, the spirit 

of adventure that has propelled the advance of aviation for over a century.  
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1911 WRIGHT KITTY HAWK GLIDER 

Authentic & airworthy reproduction 

— 

Span: 32' 0" 

Cord: 5' 0" 

Length: 29' 0" 

Weight: 170 lbs. 

 

The 1911 Kitty Hawk Glider was the last glider built by the Wright brothers, and was the last aircraft they flew 

at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. Orville set soaring records in the glider, including a 9 minute 45 second flight 

on 24 October 1911. 

 

This authentic and airworthy reproduction of the 1911 Wright Kitty Hawk Glider was built in 2011. 


